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ABSTRACT
Representing knowledge using domain ontologies has shown
to be a useful mechanism and format for managing and
exchanging information. Due to the diﬃculty and cost of
building ontologies, a number of ontology libraries and search
engines are coming to existence to facilitate reusing such
knowledge structures. The need for ontology ranking techniques is becoming crucial as the number of ontologies available for reuse is continuing to grow. In this paper we present
AKTiveRank, a prototype system for ranking ontologies based
on the analysis of their structures. We describe the metrics
used in the ranking system and present an experiment on
ranking ontologies returned by a popular search engine for
an example query.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Selection
process
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are the backbone of knowledge representation
for the Semantic Web. The challenges involved in building ontologies in terms of time, eﬀort, and domain speciﬁc
knowledge have meant that large scale use of ontologies encounters the classic “knowledge acquisition bottleneck”. In
order to minimise this, one of the major advantages claimed
of ontologies is the potential for the “reuse” of knowledge.
Publicly available ontologies are to be reused, modiﬁed, extended, and pruned as required, thereby avoiding the huge
eﬀort of starting from scratch.
A number of ontology libraries currently exist, hosting
various ontology ﬁles. Examples of such libraries include
Ontolingua1 , the DAML library2 , the Protègè OWL library3 ,
etc. The ontology search facilities provided by these libraries
are at best limited to term search, making it diﬃcult for the
user to select the relevant ontologies. As the number of publicly available ontologies increases, this problem is bound to
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get worse. There is a need for more and more ontologies
to be constructed and made available. However, as this occurs, so the reuse of this knowledge becomes an ever greater
problem.
In order to achieve an eﬀective level of knowledge reuse, we
need search engines capable of helping us ﬁnd the ontologies
we are looking for. Some ontology search engines have been
developed that can provide lists of ontologies that contain
speciﬁc search terms, such as Swoogle [5] and OntoSearch
[23]. Such search engines are a good step forward, but more
is required in terms of ontology search if reuse is to become
a reality [1]. As the number of ontologies that such search
engines can ﬁnd increases, so will the need increase for a
proper ranking method to order the returned lists of ontologies in terms of their relevancy to the query. This could save
the user a lot of time and eﬀort by reducing the need to examine in detail each and every ontology returned to ﬁnd out
how well it suits the needs of the knowledge engineer.
This paper presents a prototype of an ontology ranking
system which applies a number of analytic methods to rate
each ontology based on how well it represents the given
search terms. Related work concerning ontology searching
and ranking is reviewed in the following section. A full description of the architecture and ranking method is given in
section 3. An experiment is detailed in section 4 and evaluated in section 5. Conclusions and future work are discussed
in the ﬁnal section of the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Lack of automatic, well grounded, methodologies to evaluate ontologies may seriously hinder their adoption by the
industry and the wider web community [8]. Ontologies may
be assessed from diﬀerent angles, such as how the ontologies
have been rated and reviewed by users (e.g. [20]), how well
they meet the requirements of certain evaluation tests (e.g.
[10]) or general ontological properties (e.g. [12]).
Gangemi and colleagues [8] deﬁne three main types of
evaluation; functional, usability-based, and structural evaluation. Functional evaluation focuses on measuring how well
an ontology is serving its purpose (e.g. [4]). Usability evaluations is concerned with metadata and annotations (e.g.
[9]). Structural evaluation focuses on the structural properties of the ontology as a graph (e.g. [2]).
This paper studies the evaluation of ontologies based on a
number of internal structural measures. The purpose of the
evaluation is to enable a system to rank ontologies returned
by search engines according to how well the ontologies perform under certain measures.

Ranking has always been at the heart of information retrieval. This became even more apparent given the enormous size of the web and its continuous expansion. Google
uses the PageRank [15] method to rank documents based on
hyperlink analysis. Some ontology search engines adopted a
PageRank-like method to rank ontologies by analyses links
and referrals between the ontologies in the hope of identifying the most popular ones (e.g. Swoogle [5, 6] and OntoKhoj
[16]). However, the majority of ontologies available on the
Web are poorly connected, and more than half of them are
not referred to by any other ontologies at all [5]. Poor connectivity would certainly produce poor PageRank results.
Furthermore, a popular ontology does not necessarily indicates a good representation of all the concepts it covers. Popularity does not necessarily correlate with ‘good’
or appropriate representations of knowledge. For example,
supposing an engineer was looking for an ontology about
“students”, there could be an ontology about the academic
domain that is well connected, and thus popular. If this
ontology contains a concept named “Student”, then this ontology will show up high on the list of candidates. However,
it could very well be the case that the “Student” class is very
weakly represented. That ontology might have become popular due to its coverage of publications and research topics,
rather than for it’s coverage of student related concepts.
Another challenge for ranking ontologies is searching for
multiple terms. For example, if searching for “pet” AND
“food”, then an ontology that has such classes in good structural proximity to each other is better than one where those
classes are further apart. Various formulae exist in the literature to measure similarities of terms within semantic networks, and these can be used equally to measure structural
proximity.
This paper experiments with a modiﬁed set of ranking
measures to those we previously used and described in [2].
The measures and an experiment are presented in the following sections.

3. AKTIVERANK
Figure 1 shows the current architecture of AKTiveRank.
The main component (no. 2 in the ﬁgure) is a Java Servlet
that receives an HTTP query from a user or an agent (no.
1). The query contains the terms to search for. Currently
it is only possible to search for concepts. In other words,
search terms will only be matched with ontology classes,
and not with properties or comments.
When a query is received, AKTiveRank queries Swoogle
(no. 3) for the given search terms and retrieves the ontology
URIs from the results page returned by Swoogle. Swoogle
only allows for keyword-based queries to be made when
searching for ontologies. AKTiveRank does not search for
ontologies, but only attempts to rank them. Currently, AKTiveRank relies entirely on Swoogle for searching ontologies,
and therefore queries submitted to AKTiveRank are meant
to resemble Swoogle queries by being based on keywords.
Once a list of ontology candidates is gathered from Swoogle,
AKTiveRank starts to check whether those ontologies are already stored in a Jena MySQL database back-end (no. 4),
and if not, download them from the web (no. 5) and add
them to the database. The Jena API is used here to read
the ontologies and handle the database storage. Some of the
analysis of ontology structures that AKTiveRank performs
for the ranking is also undertaken using Jena’s API.

Figure 1: AKTiveRank Architecture

Existing RDF query languages are not well suited for
graph queries [3]. To this end, the current version of AKTiveRank is connected to a purpose-built JUNG servlet
(no. 6), which receives an ontology URI and sends back results of JUNG queries in RDF. JUNG (Java Universal Network/Graph framework) is a software library for analysing
and visualising network graphs.
AKTiveRank then analyses each of the ontology candidates to determine which is most relevant to the given search
terms. This analysis will produce a ranking of the retrieved
ontologies, and the results are returned to the user as an
OWL ﬁle containing the ontology URIs and their total ranks.

3.1

The Ranking Measures

AKTiveRank applies four types of assessments (measures)
for each ontology to measure the rankings. Each ontology
is examined separately. Once those measures are all calculated for an ontology, the resulting values will be merged to
produce the total rank for the ontology.
In a previous version of AKTiveRank which was reported
in [2], one of the measures applied was the Centrality Measure (CEM). That measure aimed to assess how representative a class is of an ontology based on the observation that
the more central a class is in the hierarchy, the more likely it
is for it to be well analysed and fully represented [19]. However, in some experiments we found a few ontologies that
placed our concept of interest as a near-top-level concept.
Those few ontologies were entirely focused around the concept we were searching for. This meant that even though
such ontologies can be highly relevant to our search, they
scored very low in CEM. Furthermore, we also found that
CEM values corresponded in most cases to the values of the
Density measure, and renders CEM somewhat redundant.
The Density measure calculates the information content of
a class. This observation backs Rosch’s studies [19] which
showed that classes at mid-hierarchical levels tend to have
more detail than others.
The new implementation of AKTiveRank also introduces
a new measure; the Betweenness measure, and extends the

Class Match measure as described in the following sections.

3.1.1

Class Match Measure

The Class Match Measure (CMM) is meant to evaluate
the coverage of an ontology for the given search terms. AKTiveRank looks for classes in each ontology that have labels
matching a search term either exactly (class label identical
to search term) or partially (class label “contains” the search
term).
An ontology that contains all search terms will obviously
score higher than others, and exact matches are regarded
as better than partial matches. For example if searching
for “Student” and “University”, then an ontology with two
classes labelled exactly as the search terms will score higher
in this measure than another ontology which contains partially matching classes, e.g. “UniversityBuilding” and “PhDStudent”.
This measure has been extended from its previous version
used in [2] by allowing it to take into account the total number of partially matching classes irrespectively of whether an
exact match has been found or not. In other words, if we are
interested in the concept “student”, then the CMM value for
this ontology will be higher the more classes it has with the
given word appearing in their labels or URIs.
Deﬁnition 1. Let C[o] be a set of classes in ontology o,
and T is the set of search terms.
 

E(o, T ) =

I(c, t)

(1)
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(2)
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J(c, t) =

1
0

:
:

if label(c) contains t
if label(c) not contain t

(4)

where E(o, T ) and P (o, T ) are the number of classes of
ontology o that have labels that match any of the search
terms t exactly or partially, respectively.
CM M (o, τ ) = αE(o, T ) + βP (o, T )

(5)

where CM M (o, τ ) is the Class Match Measure for ontology
o with respect to search terms τ . α and β are the exact
matching and partial matching weight factors respectively.
Exact matching is favoured over partial matching if α > β.
In the experiments described in this paper, α = 0.6 & β =
0.4, thus putting more emphasis on exact matching.

3.1.2

Density calculations are currently limited to numbers of
relations, subclasses, superclasses, and siblings. We dropped
the number of instances from this measure as this might
skew the results unfairly towards populated ontologies which
may not necessarily reﬂect the quality of the schema itself.
Deﬁnition 2. Let S = {S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 } =
{relations[c], superclasses[c], subclasses[c],
siblings[c]}

dem(c) =

4


DEM (o) =

(6)

n
1
dem(c)
n i=1

(7)

where wi is a weight factor set to a default value of 1, and
n = E(o, T )+P (o, T ) which is the number of matched classes
in ontology o.

3.1.3

Semantic Similarity Measure

Similarity measures have often been used in information
retrieval systems to provide better ranking for query results.
Ontologies can be viewed as semantic graphs of concepts and
relations, and hence similarity measures can be applied to
explore these conceptual graphs. Resnik applied a similarity
measure to WordNet to resolve ambiguities [18]. The measure he used is based on the comparison of shared features,
which was ﬁrst proposed in [21]. Another common-feature
based similarity is the shortest-path measure, introduced
by Rada [17]. He argues that the more relationships objects
have in common, the closer they will be in an ontology. Rada
used this measure to help rank biomedical documents which
were represented in a semantic knowledge-base. Variations
of these techniques have been used to measure similarity
between whole ontology structures [13, 22].
The Semantic Similarity Measure (SSM) calculates how
close the classes that matches the search terms are in an
ontology. The motivation for this is that ontologies which
position concepts further away from each other are less likely
to represent the knowledge in a coherent and compact manner4 . The SSM formula used here is based on the shortest
path measure deﬁned in [17]. SSM is measured from the
minimum number of links that connects a pair of concepts.
These links can be isA relationships or object properties.
p

Deﬁnition 3. Let ci , cj ∈ {classes[o]}, and ci  cj is a
path p ∈ P of paths between classes ci and cj

ssm(ci , cj ) =

1
p
length(minp∈P {ci c j })

:

if i = j

0

:

if i = j

Density Measure

When searching for a “good” representation of a speciﬁc
concept, one would expect to ﬁnd a certain degree of detail
in the representation of the knowledge concerning that concept. This may include how well the concept is further speciﬁed (the number of subclasses), the number of attributes associated with that concept, number of siblings, etc. All this
is taken into account in the Density Measure (DEM). DEM
is intended to approximate the representational-density or
information-content of classes and consequently the level of
knowledge detail.

wi |Si |

i=1

SSM (o) =

n−1
n
1 
ssm(ci , cj )
n i=1 j=i+1

(8)

(9)

where n is the number of matched classes.

3.1.4
4

Betweenness Measure

Further studies are required to ﬁnd whether or not this assumption is dependent on certain ontology properties, such
as size or level of detail

One of the algorithms that JUNG provides is Betweenness
[7]. This algorithm calculates the number of shortest paths
that pass through each node in the graph. Nodes that occur
on many shortest paths between other nodes have higher
betweenness value than others. The assumption is that if a
class has a high betweenness value in an ontology then this
class is central to that ontology.
The BEtweenness Measure (BEM) calculates the betweenness value of each queried concept in the given ontologies.
Ontologies where those classes are more central will receive
a higher score.
Deﬁnition 4. Let ci , cj ∈ {classes[o]}, ci and cj are any
two classes in ontology o, C[o] is the set of class in ontology
o, bem(c) is the BEtweenness Measure for class c.


bem(c) =

ci =cj =c∈C[o]

σci cj (c)
σci cj

(10)

where σci cj is the shortest path from ci to cj , and σci cj (c)
is the number of shortest paths from ci to cj that passes
through c.
n
1
bem(ck )
BEM (o) =
n

(11)

k=1

where n is the number of matched classes in ontology o, and
BEM(o) is the average Betweenness value for ontology o.

3.1.5

Total Score

The total score of an ontology can be calculated once
the four measures are applied to all the ontologies that the
search engine returned. Total score is calculated by aggregating all the measures’ values, taking into account the
weight of each measure, which can be used to determine the
relative importance of each measure for ranking.
Deﬁnition 5. Let M = {M [1], .., M [i], M [4]} =
{CM M, DEM, SSM, BEM }, wi is a weight factor, and O
is the set of ontologies to rank.

Score(o ∈ O) =

4

i=1

wi

M [i]
max1≤j≤|O| M [j]

(12)

Values of each measure are normalised to be in the range
(0–1) by dividing by the maximum measure value for all ontologies. The ﬁrst rank will be given to the ontology with the
highest overall score, the second rank to the second highest
score, and so on.

4. EXPERIMENT
In this section we report the results of running AKTiveRank over an example query submitted to Swoogle5 .
The weights for calculating total score (equation 12) for
our experiment are set to 0.4,0.3,0.2,0.1 for the CMM, BEM,
SSM, DEM measures respectively. Further experiments will
be required to identify the best mix of weights to reach optimum ranking results. The relative weighs for these measures
5
Note that we used Soogle 2005 in our experiment. The
results of the search may thus be somewhat diﬀerent if using
the latest version of Swoogle which became available near
the completion of our experiment

are selected based on how well each measure performed in
our evaluation as will be discussed in section 5.
Now lets assume that we need to ﬁnd an OWL ontology
that represents the concepts of “University” and “Student”.
The list of ontologies returned by Swoogle at the time of
the experiment as a result of the query “university student
type:owl” is shown in table 1. Some of the ontologies returned by Swoogle were duplicates (i.e. the same ontology
was available under two slightly diﬀerent URLs). As expected, the same rank was produced by AKTiveRank for all
duplicated ontologies, and therefore were removed from the
table to save space. It is worth mentioning that Swoogle returned those duplicated ontologies in very diﬀerent orders.
For example the exact “koala” ontology was returned under
3 URLs in the 2nd6 , 9th7 , and 18th8 position.
Some ontologies were no longer online and hence were
dropped from the ranking experiment (they are given index
“–” in the table).
When AKTiveRank was applied to the resulting list shown
in table 1, it produced the values given in table 2 , which
are displayed in ﬁgure 2.

Onto
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l

4.1

Table 2: AKTiveRank results
CMM DEM SSM BEM Score
0.833 0.632 0.250 0.806 0.688
0.5
0.197
0
0
0.220
0.667
0.5
0.25
1
0.667
0.417
1
0
0
0.267
1
0.632 0.111 0.452 0.621
0.833 0.579
0
0
0.391
0.833 0.579 0.167 0.065 0.444
0.5
0.553
1
0.323 0.552
0.5
0.579 0.167
0
0.291
0.5
0.579 0.125 0.839 0.535
0.667 0.579
0
0.097 0.354
0.667 0.685
0
0.194 0.391

Rank
1
12
2
11
3
7.5
6
4
10
5
9
7.5

Analysis of Results

From the results of this experiment, it can be seen that
ontology a scored the highest value in AKTiveRank. The
ontologies c and h where given the second and third rank respectively. The koala ontology, which was placed second in
Swoogle’s results list, got the least AKTiveRank score, and
thus was places last in the ranked list. Even though this
ontology contains classes labelled “Student” and “University”, but those classes are not closely associated (i.e. zero
SSM9 ) and not graphically central to the ontology structure
(i.e. zero BEM). The koala ontology is not exactly about
students or universities, and therefore deserves the last rank
in this context.
Note that 5 of our ontologies received a SSM of 0.0. This
indicates that AKTiveRank did not manage to ﬁnd any
paths connecting the two given queried classes. Semantic
6
http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owllibrary/koala.owl
7
http://www.ling.helsinki.ﬁ/kit/2004k/ctl310semw/
Protege/koala.owl
8
http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/ touzanim/Ontology/
koala.owl
9
Jena disagrees with Proègè OWL on its rendering of a restriction in the Koala ontology between the classes Student
and University.

Table 1: Order of search result for “student university” as returned by Swoogle. Duplicates were removed.
Ontology URL
a http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/∼cmckenzi/playpen/rdf/akt ontology LITE.owl
b http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owl-library/koala.owl
c http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owl-library/ka.owl
d http://reliant.teknowledge.com/DAML/Mid-level-ontology.owl
– http://www.csee.umbc.edu/∼shashi1/Ontologies/Student.owl
e http://www.mindswap.org/2004/SSSW04/aktive-portal-ontology-latest.owl
f http://www.mondeca.com/owl/moses/univ2.owl
g http://www.mondeca.com/owl/moses/univ.owl
– http://www.lehigh.edu/∼yug2/Research/SemanticWeb/LUBM/University0 0.owl
h http://www.lri.jur.uva.nl/∼rinke/aargh.owl
– http://www.srdc.metu.edu.tr/∼yildiray/HW3.OWL
i http://www.mondeca.com/owl/moses/ita.owl
j http://triplestore.aktors.org/data/portal.owl
k http://annotation.semanticweb.org/ontologies/iswc.owl
– http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/ cmckenzi/playpen/rdf/abdn ontology LITE.owl
l http://ontoware.org/frs/download.php/18/semiport.owl

Figure 3: Ranks based on CMM.

Figure 2: student + university.

paths that cross via the imaginary owl:Thing class are ignored.
The ontology that scored the highest in the Class Match
measure (CMM, section 3.1.1) was ontology e. This ontology
had 2 classes with labels exactly matching our search terms,
and 3 partially matching ones; Phd-Student, University-Faculty
and Distance-Teaching-University.
The highest DEM value was calculated for ontology d.
This ontology had a total of 5 subclasses and 10 siblings for
the two classes matching our search terms. This added to
its DEM value and made this ontology score best on this
measure.
Ontology h received the maximum SSM value because
it has the relation enrolled at which directly connects the
classes “Student” and “University”.
And ﬁnally, ontology c was found to have the highest average betweenness value for the two classes in question, which
indicates that these classes are more structurally central in
this ontology than in the other ontologies.

Figure 4: Ranks based on DEM
Ranking based on each measure separately is displayed
in ﬁgures 3, 4, 5 and 6. When taken separately, none of
the measures provided the same ranking list as when the
measures were combined as will be discussed in the following
section.

5.

EVALUATION

Table 3: Ranks given by users
Ontology User Given Rank
a
2.5
b
12
c
11
d
9
e
2.5
f
5.5
g
5.5
h
1
i
10
j
7.5
k
4
l
7.5
Figure 5: Ranks based on SSM
Table 4: Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient for each
measures separately against expert rankings for our
experiment
Measure
Value
CMM
DEM
SSM
BEM
AktiveRank
Swoogle

Figure 6: Ranks based on BEM

In order to evaluate the utility of the output of AKTiveRank, it is important to compare the results with those produced by some expert users. We have already conducted a
small user-based experiment and used it to evaluate earlier
versions of AKTiveRank [2]. Due to time constraints, we
will use the results of that experiment again to evaluate our
current results.
The users in our user-based experiment were presented
with a general scenario, a set of screen shots of the relevant ontologies and a set of simple questions. Users were
asked to rank the ontologies from the set presented, and
were also given the opportunity to give comments and feedback. The total population sample was only four participants so we cannot make claims of any statistical accuracy
or signiﬁcance. Further and wider user-based experiments
are planned for the very near future. The ranking as given
by the users are listed in table 3:
When comparing the ranks produced by AKTiveRank in
our experiments with the ranks generated from our userbased evaluation using the Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient
(PCC), we get the value of 0.952. This value shows that the
ranks produced by AKTiveRank are very close to the ranks
produced by our users (a value of 0 indicates no relation,
and 1 indicates an exact linear relationship between the two
datasets). Note that PCC value for Swoogle ranks against
our user based results is -0.144, which indicates a very low
and inversed correlation. Table 4 provides the PCC results
above, as well as the PCC values when comparing each of
our measure with the user results separately. It shows that

0.499
0.270
0.292
0.298
0.952
-0.144

the performance of each measure on its own was less than
when they where combined (much higher PCC value when
combined).
As can be seen in table 4, the measure that performed
best when compared to the user results in table 3 was CMM,
followed by BEM, SSM, then DEM. Based on this observation, the weights given to each measure when calculating
the total score in our experiment were 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1
respectively, to reﬂect the performance of each individual
measures.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a speciﬁc approach to constructing an ontology ranking engine based on an internal
analysis of the concepts in the ontologies. Even though our
initial results are promising, but a much wider experiment is
required before making any conclusive remarks about AKTiveRank’s measures.
It is very diﬃcult to pinpoint the right selection of parameters or structural properties to investigate when ranking ontologies. The selection can be dependent on personal
preference as well use requirements (i.e. purpose for using
the ontology). For this reason, extensive user-based experiments are required to at least ﬁnd out what are the properties that users tend to look at when judging the general
quality or suitability of an ontology. Users must be given
the freedom to browse the ontologies in an ontology editing
tool such as Protègè[14] or Swoop [11], rather than given
screen dumps or schema descriptions.
Another important point to raise is the criteria for searching for ontologies. Swoogle is based on keyword search, but
other searching techniques can be imagines, based for example on the structure of ontologies or based on whether the

ontologies meet certain requirements [12]. However, whatever the search mechanism is, there will always be a need
for ranking. The ranking criteria will obviously have to be
designed to ﬁt the chosen search technique.
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